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Please read these
instructions carefully
before starting your
installation.
These instructions
must be followed
carefully to ensure
proper operation.

General Information
The ALD-RAI has been designed as a simple Remote Alarm indicator
which can be located in both domestic and commercial environments.
Designed to harmonise with standard UK electrical accessories the Remote
Alarm indicator can be fitted to a standard single gang surface, flush or
plasterboard back box as well as Dado trunking frames.
The ALD-RAI allows a audio visual indication of an alarm condition on a
remote panel or module in a discreet unit which has the capability of
providing either:
· Audible and visual indication
· Audible only indication
· Visual only indication
The Remote Alarm indicator is easily muted by pushing the Mute button,
this mutes the sounder but the LED if enabled continues to flash. Once the
unit see's that the alarm condition has cleared it will self reset and is be
ready for the next alarm condition.

Product Information
The ALD-RAI is available in 2 variants:
ALD-RAI-W
ALD-LDM-SS

Power Supply:
Interconnecting cable:
Trigger:
Power consumption:
Operating Conditions:
Status LED:
Sounder:
Dimensions:
Weight:

White plastic
Stainless Steel

12/24Vdc
4 Core (Part # CAEA-JC4)
Volt free clean contacts Close on alarm
20mA @ 12Vdc
40mA @ 24Vdc
-10 to +50?C,
0% to 90% non-condensing
Alarm (Blue flashing)
Maximum 95dB (dependant on back box used)
HxWxD 85mm x 85mm x 33.8mm
White 72g
Stainless Steel
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The ALD-RAI should
only be installed by a
suitably trained and
qualified person in
accordance with local
wiring regulations.

Mounting the Module
The ALD-RAI has been specifically designed to be mounted on a single
gang electrical back box with a depth of 35mm. The unit should only be
located in a position within a building away from the likelihood of contact
with water and spray.

General Precautions
?
Avoid mechanical damage.
?
Avoid metal filings, dust and liquids contacting the module.
?
Take precautions to avoid static electricity discharges to the module.
?
The module is only suitable for internal use and must not be located

externally.
?
Only connect the unit using flexible cables such as Aquentis part #

CAEA-JC4. To avoid damage to the unit DO NOT USE SOLID CORE
CABLES.

Powering the unit
The ALD-RAI requires it's own power supply. 12Vdc is recommended and
can be supplied from the Auxiliary power output of some alarm panels.
Alternatively a separate 12Vdc power supply can be supplied.

Connections
Connect all cables to the
ALD-RAI first then
connect the trigger wires
to the alarm contacts of
the alarm panel and
then finally the power
supply.
Note the maximum
designed flexible cable
conductor size is
2
1.0mm . Care must be
taken not to over tighten
the terminals.
Remember to allow
sufficient conductor
length so that the unit
can be removed from
the back box and turned
to allow easy access to
the terminals.

ALD-RAI Terminal layout
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ALD-LDM-230 Terminal layout
4 Wire Connection

Key
RD +ve 12/24Vdc
Red conductor
when using
Aquentis CAEAJC4 Jumper cable.

YL +ve to Trigger
Yellow conductor
when using
Aquentis CAEAJC4 Jumper cable.

GN Trigger Line
Green conductor
when using
Aquentis CAEAJC4 Jumper cable.

BK -ve to unit
Black conductor
when using
Aquentis CAEAJC4 Jumper cable.

4 wire connection is used where the ALD-RAI is locally powered. With this
method the Remote Alarm Indicator supplies the trigger voltage to the alarm
contacts of the monitored panel, module or device and when these alarm
contacts close the trigger voltage is returned to the ALD-RAI causing it to
go into alarm.
Any normally open volt free contacts which close in an alarm condition can
be monitored using this method.

2 Wire Connection

2 wire connection is used where the ALD-RAI is powered either from
or local to the monitored equipment. With this method the Remote
Alarm Indicator receives the trigger voltage and alarms accordingly.
A wire link must be fitted between the Yellow (YL) and Green (GN)
terminals on the ALD-RAI. Failure to install this link will result in the
unit failing to alarm when triggered.
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Key
S
L

Setup
Sounder
L.E.D.

As supplied the Remote Alarm Indicator will flash and the sounder will pulse
when in alarm. The unit can be set to be either visual or audible only when
in alarm.

Sounder only
Set the upper switch
marked ‘S’ to the left
position marked on and
the lower switch marked
‘L’ to the right position.

L.E.D. only
Set the upper switch
marked ‘S’ to the right
position and the lower
switch marked ‘L’ to the
right position marked
on.

Sounder & L.E.D.
Set both switches to
the left position
marked on.
Operation
When a trigger voltage is received by the Remote Alarm Indicator the LED
will flash and the sounder will pulse (dependant on switch settings).
Pressing the Mute button will silence the sounder and the LED will continue
to flash. Once the trigger voltage is removed the LED will extinguish and
the Remote Alarm Indicator will reset and be ready for further alarms.

Approvals
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
BS 5733 General requirements for electrical accessories

This document and all of it’s contents have been compiled with care, however due to continuous improvements in design and materials this
information should only be treated as an example. The purchaser should satisfy themselves as to the suitability of the equipment to meet their
intended application prior to placing an order and installing.
Aquentis Limited makes no warranties as to the accuracy or completeness of the information, and disclaims any liability regarding its use.
In no case will Aquentis be liable for any incidental, indirect, or consequential damages arising from the sale, resale, installation, use, or misuse of the
product. Specifications are subject to change without notice. In addition, Aquentis Limited reserves the right to make changes without notification to
processing or materials that do not affect compliance with any applicable specification.
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